Understanding A Parable
Ecclesiastes 12:1 Remember now thy CREATOR {first and
last/beginning and end/bright star and morning star/God the father
and son of God} in the days of thy youth, while the evil days {time
of trouble when each of the seven plagued angels begin being
fulfilled} come not, nor the YEARS DRAW NIGH {when you are
of old age and unhealthy}, when thou shalt say, I have no pleasure
in them;
12:2 While the SUN, or the light, or the MOON, or the STARS, be
not DARKENED {by smoke and ash erupting for five months from
the super volcano in the USA}, nor the clouds return after the rain
{when the swelled to heaven super volcano's immense 40-mile wide
mouth, full of a lake of fire, is overflowing and spreading, as the
tremendous heat pulls in the sky's moisture and causes great
hailstones with many fiery whirlwinds}:
12:3 In the DAY {when the super volcano explodes and begins
erupting smoke and ash} when the keepers of the house shall
tremble, and the strong men shall bow themselves, and the
GRINDERS {workers} cease because THEY ARE FEW {hardly
anybody working}, and those that look out of the windows be
DARKENED {by the erupting smoke and ash that cause darkness
over the land},
12:4 And the DOORS SHALL BE SHUT {because of anarchy} in
the streets, when the SOUND OF THE GRINDING IS LOW
{because few, initially in the USA, will be going to work}, and HE
{Michael/the Rock/Abaddon/super volcano in the USA} SHALL

RISE UP {the Rock/super volcano swells to heaven as it fills with a
lake of fire while it is erupting smoke and ash for five months} at
the VOICE {the voice being a massive sound of thunder, that is the
sounding of the great trumpet/thunder caused by the super volcano's
massive eruption} of the BIRD {the bird represents the massive
eruption of the super volcano, as it erupts/flies out like a bird into the
sky, as smoke and ash begin to erupt}, and all the DAUGHTERS
{representing cities and towns} of MUSICK {that were merry/drunk
on the ideals/wine that the USA/false prophet and the USA's ruling
capital/false prophetess had envisioned for the world's future} shall
be brought low;
12:5 Also when THEY {the people that rejected the everlasting
gospel that warned of the seven plagued angels before they begin to
be fulfilled} shall be afraid of that which is HIGH {swelled to
heaven super volcano in the USA}, and fears shall be in the way,
and the ALMOND TREE {being the almond Rod of God that
represents the visions and oracles written by the high priest/first
witness/God the father} shall flourish, and the GRASSHOPPER
{being figurative locusts, that represent smoke and ash that erupt
from the bottomless pit/super volcano and darken the land, as
agriculture fails during a time of hunger} shall be a burden, and
desire shall fail: because man goeth to his LONG {sad/ruined}
home, and the MOURNERS {of those that died by the super
volcano's massive earthquake-causing eruption of coals of fire, or
anarchy, or famine} go ABOUT THE STREETS {searching for
food}:
12:6 Or ever the SILVER CORD {equated with the first
witness'/bright moon's silvery light/written visions} BE LOOSED,
or the GOLDEN BOWL {the golden bowl is equated with the last

small part of the seventh part of the scroll of life's first side. The
golden bowl contains the first witness'/bright moon's silvery
light/written visions mixed with the last witness'/coppery morning
sun's dawning light to create the gold of the bowl} be broken, or the
PITCHER {representing the latter day messenger' message} be
broken at the FOUNTAIN {representing the visions and oracles
written on the scroll of life}, or the wheel broken at the cistern.
12:7 Then shall the dust return to the earth as it was {because all
things created in our world are being replayed according to the scroll
of life's written visions and oracles, see Eccl.1:9, 10; 3:15}: and the
SPIRIT {ghost} shall return unto God {God the father/first witness
and son of God/last witness} who gave it .
12:8 Vanity of vanities, saith the PREACHER {latter day
messenger}; all is vanity.
12:9 And moreover, because the PREACHER {latter day
messenger} was WISE {able to understand the two witnesses'
written prophecies in the Bible} he still TAUGHT THE PEOPLE
{that had an ear to hear} KNOWLEDGE {of things that will happen
in the near future}; yea, he gave good heed, and sought out, and set
in order MANY PROVERBS {written in the Bible}.
12:10 The PREACHER {latter day messenger} sought to find out
ACCEPTABLE WORDS {when revealing the Bible's written
parables}: and that which was written {by the latter day messenger}
was UPRIGHT {straight as a plumb line}, even words of truth.
12:11 The WORDS {written in parts of the Bible} of the wise {wise

prophets of the Bible} are as goads, and as nails fastened by the
MASTERS {master craftsman} OF ASSEMBLIES {creating a sure
construction}, which are given from ONE SHEPHERD {latter day
messenger}.
Job 39:10 Canst thou bind the UNICORN {whirlwind/tornado} with
his band in the furrow? or will he harrow the valleys after thee?
Job 40:15 Behold now BEHEMOTH {the Earth's fractured crust that
creates earthquakes}, which I made with thee; he eateth grass {when
the land opens its mouth} as an ox.
Job 41:1 Canst thou draw out LEVIATHAN {the sea} with an
hook? or his tongue with a cord which thou lettest down?

